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Introduction

This is a unadulterated summary of my present thoughts on above 
subject, written from the safe distance of Washington DC, allowing me 
a helicopter look on the state of the ever moving affairs of the  EU 
controls scene. This  covers some 10 years+ of active and passive 
distant observer status on progress, and the lack of it, made on the EU 
controls front.

This paper was written prior to having the input of the other speakers 
for above event, hence it does not have the advantage and privilege of 
factoring in their most recent views.

I do so, playfully, by way of a number of core theses, going to the 
heart of the matter as I see it. I will limit my comments to essentials, 
skipping the formalities and ducking the usual politesse when it stands 
in the way of clarity. And assume a tax payers/european citizen’s 
perspective with the objective of flushing out the low hanging fruit in 
reaching maturity on the overall EU good housekeeping controls front, 
political wills willing.

For the sake of full disclosure, I will confess (again) being a, probably  
incurable, devoted Europhile, deeply saddened - sometimes outright 
angry - by the fact that the EU/Eurozone continues to make it so easy 



for the Euro-skeptics to fire their guns at the EU venture as if we 
Europeans had a choice: geographic proximity, joint borders and 
neighborhoods  oblige. 
Sometimes their criticism is fabricated or for political, but let us not 
forget, quite often also for very good reasons, in particular when 
talking about (the lack of) good financial EU housekeeping hygiene.

Finally, my contribution is personal, reflect my own views and are not 
necessarily shared by the organizations or committees I am at this 
moment associated with in, mainly, an oversight role.

Going for the vernacular 

Getting it right at entry level: The European Council as a dangerous 
drag on real progress

The main barrier towards an acceptable framework is not just 
accountancy-professional - commendable progress has been achieved 
over the last 10 years, albeit still far removed from an acceptable end-
station - but also political: Key players such as member states 
assembled in the European Council being unwilling to be serious in 
discharging themselves of their own responsibilities through a national 
(member state) results based ‘in control’ declaration; declaring that all 
is (or is not) well in their own house in managing EU funds. Any such 
declaration being an indispensable starting point of any mature 
controls framework for a ‘cooperative’ governance framework such as 
the EU. Lest we want EU governance continued to be marked by ‘the 
inmates running the asylum’ syndrome.

Council, in its intransigence to get serious on the subject of 
accountability of its own, nurtures the breeding ground for EU citizens 
discontent. Periodic lofty public political statements of believe in the 
European venture, its transparency, cannot counter dissatisfaction of 
an ever more squeezed taxpayer. It is the story of ‘you can fool all 
people some of the time....etc’.

Getting it right at exit level: the ECA 



A second barrier I see is the ECA’s (and EU Parliament’s!) excessive 
and totally unnecessary focus on the DAS, a diverse sandbox for 
methodologists and statistical fundamentalists, absorbing an inordinate  
amount of ECA resources in its implementation; at the expense of 
much more substantive focal points in the area of policy efficiency and 
effectiveness assessments and EU financial system architectural and 
implementational issues - same which have caused so much pain in, 
up, and to the Union. The ECA is the EU’s financial gatekeeper in last 
resort and there is price to it if it cannot get its priorities right. If it 
continues to have difficulties escaping its own comfort zone.

What about the beer belly middle, the Commission?

This seems to take the Commission itself off the hook, which is not my 
intent. But before we introduce ever more convoluted accountability 
constructs and box ticking rules in trying to compensate for above 
weaknesses, it is time Parliament, the ECA, the Commission itself first 
taking Council/member states to task on its/their refusal to sign off on 
their own duty of care as to their proper management of their the 
source and application of EU funds. And thus I call on the Commission 
and the ECA to qualify in all its own assurances, from DG  activity 
reports to its the Commission’s annual report and ECA assurance 
statements, for the unacceptable missing link - the absence of a 
member state results based assurance statement - in the EU 
accountability reporting chain of events.

It doesn’t take much courage, just common sense: political, 
professional, demonstrating a minimum of social intelligence when 
dealing with an ever growing EU alienated electorate

The Commission’s stated objective to achieve a clean DAS may be 
commendable P&R, but to me it is folly against the background of the 
vagaries and value for money aspects of the DAS approach and in 
consideration of  competing pressing issues. Without the member state 
declaration a clean DAS opinion will be no more than a pyrrhic victory.

Deja vu?



At the risk of confirming suspicion that I do not seem to be able to 
listen, and keep harping on same topics over and over again, year 
after year, this to remind you that I have had the privilege to exchange 
notes with the European Parliament’s budget committees on these 
subjects for many moons, and many moons ago.
I refer in particular to my COCOBU testimony of December 17, 2007 
on the “ National Declaration’. As well as my CONT testimony on May 
30, 2012, on the mandate, governance and modus operandi of the 
European Court of Auditors.

Truth be told, I do not see the evasiveness towards - or lack of 
responsiveness to - my earlier observations as an index of their 
irrelevancy. But as the typical response of institutional bodies having 
difficulty getting out of their comfort zone. Hence, I shall not yield to 
‘agreement by exhaustion’ - the core source of much of the criticism 
leveled to-day at my accountancy profession. But will continue with 
‘frapper toujours’, till the penny drops or, more effective perhaps in 
instilling change, the EU confidence train runs again off the tracks.

Present state of play

As for the present state of play of the European controls framework  I 
refer to the website of our host, the CONT, which, together with the 
accounts of its predecessor the COCOBU, gives an excellent overview 
of Parliament’s consistent efforts to improve on the EU’s controls 
framework. It is a testimony to Parliament’s courage of conviction in 
trying to address the main bottlenecks, initiatives on many vital, 
daring, sometimes sore subjects such as risk appetite, governance, EU 
accounting and controls framework, member states declarations, and 
the functioning of the supreme audit institutions and national 
parliaments possible roles in this all. But also shows the limits of the 
possible in achieving real change - as apposed to shifting the deck 
chairs only - change with teeth.

Equally, the Reports of the ECA and indeed, the Commission itself are 
valuable sources from which proposed change and real change can be 
deduced, and the disconnects analyzed.

On the national front we also see commendable efforts in coming to 
grips with overarching EU controls, i.e. the Czech republic and Dutch 



EU Trend Reports. Equally, we would be amiss not to mention the four 
EU member states that have shown initiative and responsibility beyond 
the EU regulatory call of duty by engaging voluntarily, to different 
degrees and in different forms, in the production of national 
declarations for EU expenditures.   

I will be forgiven to specially mention the Dutch Court of Auditors 
website ( http://www.courtofaudit.nl/english/Publications/Audits/
Introductions/2012/02/EU_Trend_Report_2012 ) that, with their 
unique “EU Trend Reports” gives every year a transparent overview of 
where we stand to-day. Including clear language about the 
shortcomings/to do’s of the Dutch themselves -  noting a refusal by 
the Dutch Ministry of Finance to vouch for the integrity of the Dutch 
government’s own EU contributions....

Trust as a precondition for cost/benefit effective controls

Much of the present financial crisis in the EU is predicated on a lack of 
trust in the financial stewardship and accountability of both private and 
public sector, the EU as a whole not exempted. Micro and macro, 
systemic and ad hoc failures in control and oversight systems are 
marking the present crisis. Followed by a host of reform proposals, 
some best effort, some results based. 

I the early stages, 2008,  I have typified the ongoing crisis as a 
‘hairball’ crisis, difficult to dissolve if everything is so intertwined.
We now find ourselves in a situation of a banking crisis, wrapped up in 
a fiscal crisis, wrapped up in a monetary challenge. So, no surprise if 
one sees the financial system bathing in an abundance of fiat money, 
courtesy our central banks, i.e. liquidities required to solve the hairball 
created in the past, borrowed from future generations.

The EU budget, formidable as it may be, is in the total EU financial 
scheme of things no more than a blip on the overall GDP screen. But it 
is a very visible one, an easy target for the mounting Euro-skeptics, 
understandable from an EU citizen’s perspective demanding value for 
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money; and ever more realizing any error, waste or abuse is paid for 
by the tax payer.

This one too will pass? le plus ca change?

Thus we have to approach our subject with a deep sense of urgency. 
And not with a sense of how much we can get away with before the 
electorate really reacts, not by incremental change only. Yet regaining 
EU citizens confidence and trust requires out of the box changes.

Even though the main culprit in this is not the Commission or the ECA 
or Parliament, but Council/member states, that does not mean that 
both could not do more.

Here are my core questions

1 ) to the Commission:  the persistent refusal by national governments 
to sign off on the adequacy of their national control systems 
surrounding EU expenditures - as called for by the European 
Parliament several times in the last 7 years to no effect -  and the fact 
that no EU government, indeed NO EU member state government, is 
willing to vouch for the integrity and completeness of its various 
contributions to the EU budget, what exactly does that tell us?

2) to the ECA: can we really believe ECA’s much vaunted/nurtured 
DAS, even if the Commission manages to get a clean opinion one 
day, is, can ever be a proper substitute for the National/Member 
States Declaration?

3) to the EU Parliament: is it not time to consider refusing discharge 
lest member states are willing to produce a member state declaration, 
or to build in financial penalties for those who do not?

The ongoing absence of a credible system of national declarations will 
keep haunting the confidence and trust EU citizens can have in their 
macro and EU money managers. The unchallenged continuation of the 
annual DAS drill without such declaration will keep pulling wool over 
the eyes of the EU taxpayers by suggesting that controls-technically 



we have it in the picture/under control, if only the Commission were to 
get its act together.

If we translate the refusal of national governments to be held to 
account on its management of EU funds, expenditures as well as its 
own contributions in its own national housekeeping, we may wonder 
whether same governments would ever allow tax payers to take the 
same position: ‘we will not sign our tax return, neither vouch for the 
deductible expenses we have claimed, nor vouch for the integrity of 
the reported income.
What a circus that would be!

One may wonder what the Commission has told the Greeks in 
upgrading Greece’s own tax  system: ‘do what member states do in 
dealing with their EU financial affairs, just ignore sign off procedures?’.

Allow me my own version of ‘Pensees’, with excuses to Blaise Pascal, 
and offer you some food for thought to advance the cause at hand.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

The national declaration

1) A limping EU external controls/audit framework, without a credible 
EU internal controls/audit framework, and vice versa, is the story of 
the blind leading the lame.

2) An EU internal control framework that looks at the national 
declaration as optional only, a possibly useful add on only, totally 
misses the point of ownership and credible accountability where it 
first belongs: by all key layers of key players.

3) How do we tell the EU tax payer that his national government 
refuses, yes REFUSES, to sign off on the veracity,legality and 
regularity of its ‘deductible EU expenditure’?

4) How do we tell the EU taxpayer, that his national government 
refuses, yes REFUSES, to sign off on the correctness and 
completeness of its own EU membership contributions?



5) How do we tell the EU taxpayer that there are 22 more EU national 
governments who refuse to do same on expenditures; and 26 on 
the correctness of its EU club membership contributions?

6) How do national governments explain this void in the EU controls 
framework to their taxpayers, and the European Commission to all, 
when setting the conditionalities for EU/Eurozone bail out funds?

7) Any control or audit system, without proper representation first by 
the auditee itself, is build on quicksand.

8) Any control/audit system that ignores the refusal of auditees to do 
the self-evident, i.e. assume ownership of its part of the system by 
signing off on it, is build on water.

9) Any controller, or auditors, who thinks (s)he can pull himself out of 
this unwilling auditee quicksand by his own box-ticking bootstraps, 
suffers from the ‘irrational-exuberance-Baron-von-Muenchausen-by- 
proxy’ disease.

10) Any controller/auditor who thinks (s)he can walk on water by 
controlling/auditing around the sinners, suggests (s)he is Jesus.

11) Any EU internal controls framework without the national 
declaration, both on expenditures and EU contributions, is is too 
flimsy for comfort; or rather, rotten to and rotten from the core.

12) Continuation of the status quo - i.e. a modest voluntary partial 
compliance by a few bold and committed member states - not only 
leads to a non-level playing field among member states in terms of 
controls coherence, but will also cost in terms of overall mutual 
member state credibility and trust.

13) Any continuation of the present situation will reduce all other steps 
to enhance the EU internal control framework to no more than 
useful tinkering in the margin at best, and window dressing of the 
EU’s real control risk profile at worst.

The DAS

1) An EU overall controls architecture without the DAS is like a fish 
without a bicycle (plagiarized metaphor).

2) The DAS has outlived its once-upon-a-time-no-doubt-useful shelf 
life.

3) The repeated assertion that the founding fathers of the ECA had the 
DAS in mind when (usefully) stipulating the need for transaction 
testing in ECA auditing - no more, no less - is at best and at worst 
self-serving chutzpah with the travel industry as the main winners.



4) If you ask me what the DAS risk appetite target should be, I will 
ask you ‘how you would like it?’; thus change the conversation at 
my own volition 180 degrees.

5) Application of a DAS methodology to a heterogenous audit 
environment such as that of the EU, is a one-size-fits-all bridge too 
far.

6) If you ask me what the DAS results are, I could equally ask you, 
‘how would you like it?’.

7) The process focus of the DAS is penny wise and pound foolish.
8) For the EU audit nostalgics among us, the DAS could be done once 

every five years
9) Assuming continuation of the DAS as is, we can tell, with 

reasonable certainty, the approximate outcome of the DAS for the 
coming five years, including the (lack of) consequences for the 
European Commission in terms of discharge.

10) The DAS no longer has informational or accountability value, other 
than theatrical.

11) A DAS declaration without a member state declaration first, is 
swimming on dry land, against the current.

12) The annual DAS liturgy keeps the focus of all EU institutions from 
more important things, gives a false sense of (in)security, and a 
drag on resources needed for more important things.

13) The DAS is hogs heaven for auditors, and auditors only.
14) Time has come for a more substance-over-form approach. We 

thank the ECA for the very useful DAS show over the last 15 years, 
we appreciate the controls awareness the DAS has stimulated over 
the years, but it is high time to step up to the plate and for the ECA 
to devote more time on the other more substantive part of its 
mandate, governance, efficiency, effectiveness, for which the 
original authors of its mandate have created so much room.

15) A Commission without a DAS should not celebrate, but make it sit 
on the tip of its chair: be careful what you ask for, it will re-energize 
your auditors to go for substance.

16) The DAS, if wanted by Parliament, is hardly an audit. It is 
effectively an internal controls exercise carried out by auditors and 
as such a wrongheaded waste of audit resources.

17) Old guard ECA auditors relax: with or without DAS, transaction 
testing is and will remain an indispensable part of any audit of the 
EU budget/accounts.



the EU internal controls framework

1) has/will continue to have no traction - other than what de 
Commission’s Department of Optical effects may manage to 
produce - without a national/member states declaration. 

2) A clean DAS focus/target/achievement is about as useful as lipstick 
on a pig. It will be reason to celebrate, but in effect be no more 
than dressing up a right cause for the wrong reasons at 
unreasonable expense.

3) ‘Thy shall’t not appoint the previous Accountant as the new Internal 
Auditor’. At least not in continuity. Whatever excellent work they 
may do/have done, this near tradition now (2x) will just blow up in 
the Commission’s  face at the next internal controls/audit crisis, 
which, statistically, will inevitably happen.

4) A Commission without a DAS should be a Commission better able to 
focus on other more vital quality aspects of its management and 
governance. Less smoke and mirrors pour besoin de la DAS cause , 
more clarity on EU managerial/policy fundamentals.

 

In closing

I recently read in the FT a quote, a maxim, from the hand and mind of 
Karl Marx. His view on history repeating itself: Yes, he said, ‘first as a 
tragedy, then as a farce’. 

Marx might have had it wrong both on the viability of a socialist 
system, and also on the ultimate demise of the capitalist system - 
despite its excesses that still haunt us.

But he certainly had it right on some things, as we reluctantly discover.

As far as I am concerned, the tragedy happened to EU governance in 
1998, when the European Commission felt obliged to collectively 
resign over a Euro 7000 (!!) phony consulting bill payed through EU 
funds; from a dear one of one of its own. And the farce started where 
we subsequently allow member states 12 years since - each and all 



major parties in major financial transactions mutualizing our joint 
riches - get away with liberties we do not grant, and quite rightly so, 
our own EU citizens when filing their tax returns.

Signing off on a tax return, or a member state declaration may not be 
a silver bullet, but a bullet it is. 

 
It has been a privilege to prepare this ode to the good cause of 
progress in EU controls (annex auditing), per CONT agenda for April 
22, 2013. 

If you feel my views go overboard, talk to any tax payer in the EU. 
(S)he will understand the relevance and reasonability of signing off the 
intrinsic responsibilities of any member of any club, be it a national 
citizen, EU citizen, an individual or a sovereign member state - prime 
member of the EU club.

Look forward to a fertile discussion,

Jules Muis

 


